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About This Game

FURIDASHI: Drift Cyber Sport is a motorsport simulator for PC on Windows
platform

Competitions in drifting as Players vs Players cyber sport challenge. This is a real-time online multiplayer simulator with unique
next gen realistic car physics.

TECHNOLOGIES

 VR (Virtual Reality) full support!

 Motion Simulator support (authentic | Sim Tools | GameSTUL.ru)

 Steering wheel full support with detailed feedback

 Keyboard & Gamepad full support

 Gyroscope gamepad support

 Mouse steering support

 Support for resolution 5760x1080 for Triple Screen

GAME MODES

 Online multiplayer with Steam Community functions. Invite friends and get to know the drift fans from around the
world in the game and drift together. Network latency is minimized. Tandem Drifting is available as never before!

 Race with ghosts - competitions with entries of real players

 Free Practice

GAMING COMMUNITY

 View players profiles online, add to friends

 Global gaming chat
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 Chat room / competition lobby

20 CARS

 All 20 cars are available immediately when buying a game without purchasing DLC

 Japanese, German, American and Russian drift vehicles

 40 garage slots are initially available for your vehicle collection

12 TRACKS

 Really existing legendary tracks of Japan, Russia and other countries

 All 12 tracks are available immediately when buying the game

WEATHER AND TIME OF DAY

Select the time of day and weather. Different temperatures of air and asphalt affect the operation of the motor and the adhesion
of the tires on the road.

Various lighting and atmosphere on the tracks depending on time of day.

PHYSICS AND TUNING

 Absolutely new physics on nVidia PhysX technology guarantees realism

 Swap the engine with changing characteristics and sound. 10 legendary engines

 Improving and tuning the engine, tuning in real time

 Adjustment of suspension / wheel alignment and angles / Toe & camber

 Strengthening the body and the stiffness affects the moment of inertia and the car's rotatability

 Increase the angle of rotation of the front wheels / steering lock

 Clutch and transmission / acceleration of shifting gears / reduced inertia of the transmission (clutch kick)

 Reduce the weight of the car by installing lightweight parts and removing unnecessary elements for better control in
drifting

 Selection of tires and settings of pressure in them separately for the front and rear

 All installed parts have their own weight, which affects the overall weight of the car

CUSTOMIZATION

 Create a unique design for your car

 Advanced system of vinyls and painting tools / layers / materials

 Hundreds of new images to be applied to the tools
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PROFILES OF PLAYERS

Player profiles are stored in the Steam Cloud. Damage or disappearance of profiles is excluded.
You can play on any computer from anywhere in the world, change the computer and reinstall the operating system.

GAMEPADS AND WHEELS

Support for the keyboard and all types of gamepads, wheels and other controllers.
Support for multiple controllers at the same time (for example, separately the steering wheel, pedals and handbrake).

GIFTS:

For the people that play Peak Angle: Drift Online as a gift ALL DRIFT CARS with unique design from the Premium store are
available immediately after buying FURIDASHI: Drift Cyber Sport.

Please enjoy the game and thank you very much for all the support!
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Title: FURIDASHI: Drift Cyber Sport
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Drift Physics Crew
Publisher:
Drift Physics Crew
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GT610 or AMD HD5450 or Intel HD Graphics 530 with 1GB of VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Supported Graphics Cards: AMD HD5000 Series, HD6000 Series, HD7000 Series, R7 Series, R9 Series
Nvidia GTX400 Series, GTX500 Series, GTX600 Series, GTX700 Series, GTX900 Series Intel HD4000 Series, HD5000 Series

English,Russian
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Sam and Max, Freelance Police! ... are back in season two.

(You can never have enough Sam and Max!!) - and yes, they are just as good in Season2. And if you thought they couldn't go
further than season 1... you will be surprised.

Note: You really need to play these games in order. The story builds, characters are introduced, and if you haven't played
previous games, you won't understand the backstory.

Hilariously imaginative, well-written, and adorable. Recommended! 9.5\/10. This is so much fun. I spent a bunch of time
playing it today when I should have been working. This is going to be my lunch hour game for a while to come. Nice job all
round. The range of alien designs reminds me of Atari's "Space Duel"; always something new and shiny to shoot and\/or be
surprised by.. Ok, sooooo. I like it. SO FAR! This game has soooo much potential. It looks like a game that I would totally
spend hours a day on. Like Factorio, Production Line etc. However this game has a good feel to it, like using the pallet jack to
move products around your factory, pallet wrapping your outgoing products. Its actually pretty cool. Simple enough but descent
graphics, being able to pan the camera around gives you the 3D view. It just has some bugs that hang you up. Havent gotten past
the tutorial. You can, just have to be very careful. I restarted the game like 10 times to redo an action or not knowing how to do
something. I want to see where this game will go. Devs lets get this game where it needs to be. More content and just a little help
with the routing and item interactions. This one will be GOOD!!!!. +
I pretty much liked the game for it's acid colored fun. JASEM is for those who prefer actions to thoughts and like pleasant
siffering. The explosions of the big barrels are my favourite!

-
Though it is written clearly "Discrete with 1 GB VRAM" in the requirements, I tried to launch the game with Intel i5 and 8Gb
Ram but with integrated video card (Intel HD 4600). And that was not the best idea indeed. Without discrete video card the
game will be laggy, sometimes you won't even see your bullets. So in order not to miss the cool effects and not to spoil your
JASEM experience, follow the system requirements! I hope the game will be optimized in the future, so that even the players
with lousy pc could enjoy it.. One of the best games for a coffee table multi-touch screen. Up to 12 players is unheard of. I love
this for parties. Easy to understand and easy to play. Using it on my Samsung SUR40. Buggy and unfinished. Never been
updated. Hate fighting her so much.. Where are all the other players?
. Definitely one of the best rhythm games you can find on Steam, fun/challenging maps that are well mapped with a good
variety in genre and nice visuals. A pretty large song selection for how cheap the game is and the dlc adds a lot more!
Recommend to anyone who enjoys or even wants to get into a rhythm game!. Relaxing music and spatial thinking as you tie up
3D models of little wooden carvings.

Resist chanting "Oooooooooooooohm" as you sip your green tea and play. I dare you.
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I kan not advice this game to anyone, maybe in the future.
At this point it has to many small bugs witch lead to annoying gameplay. But it had potantial!

pro's:

 plowing helps

 you can see progress on each field

 orchards

 different animals

 the fields really feel like you've worked on the, traktor slides in the mud

Con's:

 textures seems to pop in and out of sync

 tractors slide of hills and can't back up on hills

 progress resets sometimes while working on field so you have to restart

 animals textures belong in a game 10years ago

 no info what so ever in the store so you have to guess what the equepment is for(EG fruit harvesters)

It's has good potential. Exelling FS15 in a few areaw but falling short in the total picture!. Please! For the love of
God Save your money!!!
Dont be fooled by what looks like a good idea, it's ruined by looooooooooooong wait times. and dumb Ai.
I went into this thinking that the dipllomacy part would be a really fun and nifty part of gameplay. Boy! Was I
wrong. It takes 10 turns to do anything diplomacy related and then you really dont get anything from it. No
trading no allies just an AI that's going to sit there and wait untill you get bored and declare war on them.
Next complaint. The Ai is a steam roller. No other option. It took me 200 turns to see my first bit of conflict and
when I engaged there fleet it had 20 ships in a single tile... NOT FUN... Needless to say they rolled over all my
planets and I knew, very safely that I wasted 20 dollars.
Do you have 20 dollars burning a hole in your pocket and 4 hours to spend? Go to the movies..... the game is
fantastic, If you are a fan of open world survival pvp games you will like this. It had a bad start but they are
actually listening to the community and I've had a great time since I started playing.. This game is hilarious!! My
friends and I cracked up while clicking frantically. Love the high energy fun and fitting music. If your looking
for a witty fast paced multiplayer game this one is perfect!!. I don't normally write reviews but I think it may
help the game and prospective buyers. My expectations were not high I i just stumbled upon this game. I have to
say, for an Early Access game it's actually pretty darn awesome!

Yes, it's a bit rough around the edges and not complete yet, and yet it is a wave shooter but its actually quite
unique and I own loots of VR games.

What is in the game:

1. Three distinct maps, with differet environments, different paths to defend and diffferent layout. I like the
desert town map the most, although its quite difficult. The very first city map is fun too!

2. Three heroes. They are very distinct in gameplay and mechanics.
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The mage has four different gesture based spells, gestures are very easy to remember and the game is very
lenient about the drawing part. One is a quick-throw fireball, which can be upgraded to explode or set enemies
on fire, second one is AOE freeze spell, which can be targeted on the ground and can also be upgraded to have a
DOT effect. Third one is an awesome point and release ball of lighting spell, which zaps all enemies in its path
and can be upgraded to slow affected enemies. And the ultimate spell is truly a wonder to behold! I will leave this
one to you to discover.

The archer is very precise and you can shoot as fast and as accurate as you can. The archer has special arrows,
such as a high damage sleep inducing arrow and and a cool seeking arrow, which reminds me of the Guardians of
the Galaxy :D
The ultimate arrow is pretty cool too:)

The gunner has a semi auto gun, you never run out of ammo but it does overheat which is clearly visible on the
top of the steam-pank-esque firearm. Now, to load special ammo and rockets into the gun, you have to physically
grab the ammunition from different part of your ingame body and then load it into the gun. The characther starts
pretty weak, but after few damage and AOE upgrades its becomes really powerful! Another benefit of this class
is that you can easily finish off the enemies from afar.

3. The enemies start with regular orcs, which run towards the gate which you have to protect. The orcs also
sometimes throw the axe you, which you can either block with your shield (it breaks and then regenerates), step
to the side\/duck in the real world or teleport to another spot in the same node or to the different node. Then
there are orcs that speed up the others, orcs with shields, etc. And then there are also several special enemies too,
such as a dragon, which flies straight at you and tries to eat your face. Or the necromancer that resurrects fallen
enemies. And then there are also bosses........ I leave them to you to discover!

I just made it to level 14 playing as the archer with 3 mages in my group, was such an amazing experience. I then
also soloed to wave 12 and now i'm in the 4th place on the leaderboard!

I hope my review helps people, if you have any questions please ask! And see you in the game!. Spectacular!
Improved from DiRT Rally 1 in every way.

This track alone will ruin you for any other racing sim.

If you thought "can I skip this?", I have bad news for you: you really cannot. While many Codemasters F1 games
feel like annual patches for the full price, this Monte Carlo DLC feels and looks like a lot of work went into it.
Due to the enhanced driving physics and surfaces of DR2 it plays very differently to DR1. They could not have
'just ported' the 'old' MC stage into DR2.

Whatever you think of their overall DLC policy, I find the price very acceptable. If you decide NOT to buy it,
you will STILL be able to PLAY, if you are joining your friends online, who own the stage. But, why on earth
would you not buy it?!

10\/10

. very good exporter good updates and good community. Nice premise but that's all it is really. Everything is
placeholder so there's very little in terms of content and mechanics.

Appears to be abandoned, nice waste of my money :)))). Totally lacking any updates or meaningful
improvements. Its been the same for 6 months.. 1-2 hours pure fun!
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